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El Camino empieza en tu corazon

y con el primero paso

The Camino start´s in your heart

and with the first step

Der Camino beginnt im Herzen 

und mit dem ersten Schritt



Signs of the ways in Germany



24 associations with 8516 members 

13408 Credentials 

statistic 12/22 
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Camino Europe - Jakobsweg (camino-europe.eu)

https://camino-europe.eu/de/eu/


The development of the cooperation from german pilgrim associations

called:

 Arbeitsgemeinschaft deutscher Jakobus Vereinigungen (AGdJV)

 
❖ The most associations were foundet in the 80s

❖ These take care for the caminos in Germany and provid 20 albergues 

❖ The most important theme is to train pilgrim guides and give pilgrims advices to walk the camino

❖ In 2010 a work group was established to connect the associations of Germany

❖ A World Pilgrimsday arise ten years ago during the week of the day from St. Jakob 25.07.

❖ Now we collect the routes in Germany from all associations in a file to get an overview.

❖ In the first time we met each other two times a year to inform about events and created albergues, 

for just some hours in Würzburg.

❖ We recognized that it was not enough time to cooperate.

❖ Now we have one meeting per year as a video conference and one as a privat meeting for three 

days.

❖ This is the most efficient way to work together.

❖ Every association has its own identity and strategy to serve pilgrims for the camino.

❖ But now it is the best step to join, walk together and have the opportunity to speak with one voice. 



Muchas gracias

Buen Camino

Ultreia y suseiya

Brigitte Tanneberger / in behalf of the AGdJV Germany 

Thanks for your attention
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